Prostate-Specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA)-Targeted PET Imaging of Prostate Cancer: An Update on Important Pitfalls.
The continuing adoption of prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-targeted PET for prostate cancer molecular imaging requires imagers and clinicians alike to be aware of the increasing number of potential interpretive pitfalls that have been reported. This review summarizes and illustrates the spectrum of benign and malignant nonprostatic conditions with high PSMA-radiotracer uptake that may be mistaken for sites of prostate cancer and also discusses potential false negatives. We discuss the recent literature on the effect of androgen deprivation therapy on lesion detection. Furthermore, we briefly review the recently proposed structured reporting systems for the standardized interpretation of PSMA-targeted PET that can guide both imaging specialists and referring clinicians in the appropriate interpretation and work-up of pitfalls.